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Experimental Data forGroundwavePropagation
over Cylindrical Surfaces

Abstmct-Experimental data for the fields of EM groundwaves
propagating over cylindrical homogeneouspaths and two-section
mixed paths were obtained by microwave (4.765 GHz) modeling.
The cylindrical surfaces, which have a radius of 20 XO, closely approximate spherical surfaces insofar as groundwave propagation
is concerned. The model is a curved tank which was constructed as
a stratified combination of Plexiglas over distilled water, giving a
predictable highly inductivesurfaceimpedance.
Aluminum foil
laid on the Plexiglas produced a nearly perfectly conducting surface
wherever needed for the mixed path cases. For both homogeneous
and mixed pathstheresidueseries
theory agrees well with the
experimental data in the shadow and penumbraregions, but the
agreement becomes poorer as the observation point moves into the
illuminated region where an excess number of residuetermsis
needed. Theresults show that agroundwave which crossesan
abrupt boundary rapidly acquires the characteristic properties of the
secondmedium at small heights above the surface, and that the
equivalent integral solution for mixed paths is therefore adequate
close to the surface. This is especially useful near the boundary
where the residue series converges poorly. It is concluded that if
the constitutiveelectrical parameters of theearthare
precisely
known and constant, the theory can be reliably applied to LF and
VLF groundwave propagation over the earth where the constraints
are even less severe.

I. ISTRODUCTIOS

T

HETHEORIfor groundn-ave
propagation
over
smooth spherical homogeneous and mixed paths has
been developed t,heortt,ically and numericall>- using
va.rious methods,andthcrc
is littledoubtabout,the
correctness of the theory. Hou-evcr: reliable experinwntal
data does not exist. for eit,her case, a n d so the experiments
reported here m r c clrsigrwd tu confirm the t.heories developed from the corresponding idralized mat,hcmat,ical

models. When this is done ot,her work can follon- which
accountz for suchfactors as t,he ionosphere, the earth’s
anisot,ropy-,nonunifornlity, roughness and the presence
of hills, cliffs,sloping beaches, et.c.
But. t,hese factors make thc cost, prohibit,ive and it is
nearly impossible t,o gather highly accurate experiment,al
data from a large scalc: situation using, say, Loran C
tra,nsmissions over t.he real earth. The problems are compounded by weather and scason-to-season variations.
’Data,along the eart,h’s surface w-ouldhave t,o be @.hered
u4ng mchilc land vehicles. ships or planes, while heightgain experimrnts would require rockets or balloons, all
of which have problems of t,hoir own.
Well simulated experimentswhich use micron-avemodels
overcome all of these problems since the pa.rameters and
varia,bles ca.n bc ca.refully chosen a.nd cont.rolled in t,he
laboratory. But, as n-e sha.11 see, lnodrling aLm has problems of itjs own.
It should be noted at the very outset that the “attenua.t’ion function” for propa,gat.ion over a cylindrica.1 surface
presumabl>- differs negligibly from t.hat, o f a sphere for
grazing propagat.ion along the circumference of t,he surface
when t,he radius a is several free space n-avelengths

Dl! L-21.
The expcriment,s described here used microwave frequency I 4 7 6 5 GHz, ho = 6.3 cm! c>-lindricalmodels. The
radial electric ficld over the surface was measured using
a small scatt.eringdipole and a homodyne detwtion syst,em.
This technique has proven t.o he highly sensitive and
accurate in previous modeling experimrnts [:3]-[i].
The goal of this u-ork is to det.ernline t.hc a.ccuraey of
t,he theor- for various variables such as receiver location
along tjhegreat circle! receiver height inthe shadow,
penumbra. or illuminated regions, or its location near an
a.bruptr boundary separat.ing t j w media. Materials n-ere
therefore chosen which give a. large contrast of surface
impedances for t.he mixed pathsto enha.nce scat,t,ering
anddiffraction from the boundary xhilethe cylinder
ra.dius ,1 ~ 2 hoi
0 \\-as chosen to enhance the effect, o f diffraction h; surface curvat.ure.
11. THE EXl’ElII;\IEST
The model experiments \\--ere performed on a. cylindrical
u-at,er t.anl; design approximat.ely 0.9 m wide, ha.ving an
arc lengt,h of 1.12 n1 a.nd a radius of a = 1.25 m ( ~ 2 h0~ ) .
The TM wave source was a,n open-ended 1%-aveguide
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Fig. 1. Cross section of cylindrical Plesiglz water tank. Openended waveguide was used as t,ransmit.ting antenna and modulated
scattering diode (dipole) rras used as probe t o measure radial
elect.ric field.

(C band) having t,he plane of its aperture normal to t,he
surfa.ce, centered a.t one end of the surface, a.nd radiating
approxinlat.ely 250 mW along t,he curved 1.1'7-nl dimension. -4s shown in Fig. 1, the water tank model was constructed of Plexiglas, the top cover being 0.302 c n ~thick,
and t.he distilled water dept,h being 4 em. This dept.h is
sufficient to provide a surface impedance which is essentially the same as that for an infinite water depth. This
was checked by assuming a metal bottom (worstcase)
and computing the change in the surfa.ce impedance as a.
function of waterdepth.
Similarly, variations of the
surface impedance due to the thickness tolerance of the
top cover ( ~ 0 . 0 cm)
3 Irere found to be insignificant. From
a precise knowledge of the constitutive elect>ricalparamet.ers of both media (gO,c,n),the surface impedance normalized by ?lo ( = 1 2 0 ~ )for this stratifiedcombination
of Plexiglas and water was calculated to be A = Z/vo =
0.-94ei56.30.A second surface impedance of A = 0 could
easily be obtained a.nyu-here on the cylindrical surface
by placing 0.0125-cm thick a.luminunl foil with an adhesive
backing over the Plexiglas cover.
Thisparticular combina.tion of nmterids was chosen
because the surface impedances were accurat,ely known
and give a large cont,rast between the two surfaces, making
the observed effects large when propagating over mixed
pat,hs.Furthermore,the
Plexiglas and wat.er medium
gives a highly inductive surface onwhich a trapped surface
wa.ve can propagate, in addition t.0 the usual surfa,ce wa.ve
which exists for smaller arguments of A [SI.
For this model, Dhe real earth scaled frequency is approximately 1 kHz(for a/&
20) , and so the theory
mill be more accurate when applied to large scale groundwave propagat.ion over theearthinthe
VLI' and LF
ranges, e.g., a/Xo 2 64 at the low end of the VLI; band
(3 kHz). This is approaching the lowest frequency where
this groundwave theory can be applied, since t,he effect.s
of the ionosphere must be included at lower frequencies]
especially at ranges beyond a few hundred kilomet.ers.
The radialelectric field E, versus d and k x was measured
using ashort(0.1 X,) radiallyoriented sca.t.tering diode
which was switched by a 20-kHz generatorthrough a
B&S No. 22 twisted pair transmission line as shown in

L
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Fig.1. The open-ended waveguide served a.s boththe
CW porn-er t.ransmit,ting antenna and the receiving antenna for the modulatedback-scattered wave, while a
hybrid tee arrangement. (not shown) separated the backscatt.ered signal from the out,going CW wave. This backscattered signal is proportional t o ETxand was detected
\tilth an error less t,han 0.2 dB by a previously developed
homodyne det.ect,ionsystem [SI.
I n all measurements the twkted pair transmission line
was oriented normal to the radial elect.ric field, and brass
loading disks (diamet,er = 0.63 cnl, unless othermise
noted) were placed o n the ends of t,he scat.tering diode
leads to increase the scat,tering efficiency. Unfortunately,
at very low heights these loading disks and
also the tuist.ed
pair line enhance the electrostatic coupling of the scattering diode (dipole field probe) n-ith the surface, t.hereb.by
altering t,he RE' impedance of the dipole. This in turn
altered the scat.t,ered field. The difficulty with t.he leads
wa.s essentially eliminated by insertinga 20-cm section
of special plast.ic coated, high RF loss semiconducting
leads betu-een t,he diode and the t,wisted pair line.
The modeling and field probing techniques used here
are essentially t.he same as those previously used for
measuring the electric field over a flat surface, a.nd the
reader is referred to Icing et al. [6] for more details

I11 CO1\IPARISOS O F THEORY AND
EXPER.IXE1\TA4LRESULTS
Excellent reviews of the theory and themost, wellknown
formulas have been given by Wait [l], [SI, [ll], [12]
and Logan a.nd Tee [lo], and so t.he reader is referred
t.0 these for more details and other references All equat,iolls in the following discussion can be found in Wait
[l], and the equation or page numbers will be noted as
t,hey are needed. The assumed excitation is exp ( i d ) .
Inthe
following theoretical calculat.ions, the transmit,ting antenna height was taken to be 1.5 crn which is
slightly higher t.han the geometrical center of the openended xwveguide. This height cannot be est.imated t,heoretically and so it. was necessa.ry t,o determine its value
by comparing thetheorywith
experiment,al data for
several different. values of h2.
For the convenient presentation of data, several curves
for different, parameter values appear on the same figure,
but it. is to beunderst,ood that these curves are all relative
to each other.
The d i a l electric field at (.r,0) for a. Hertzian electric
dipole with current moment Idl, which is ra.diallJ-directed
and locat,ed in free space a t (b,O) over a sphere of radius
a, can be mitten
Idlliq, a exp ( - i k d )
ET = W' (d,ZI,Z?)

2ai

br (0 sin 0)

(1)

where k is the free-space 1%-avenumber,and d ( = a0) is
the great. circle distance along the surface of the sphere.
The boundary between the two media, ea.chhaving surface
impedance Z1 and Z 2 ,lies perpendicuhr to thepropagation
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path at. (1 = dl. Yote tha.t as I' and b approach a and in
turn a -+ p , the coefficient. of T T " is t.he electric field over
aperfectlyconductingplane.
Thus lT"(d,Z1Z2j is the
spherical nixed path at,tenuat.ion functionwhich accounts
for the effect of the two surface impedancesZ1and Z,, a.nd
in part, for the diffraction of the curved surface.
The hcight,-gain factor for the receiver is defined as
the ratio of the tot,al field at height. 1 1 2 ( = r - a ) t.o that.
for h 2 = 0

n-here hl

( = b - a,)

is t.he source height,.

A . H o n ~ o g e ~ e o uPaths
s

When the receiver is located in front. of the boundary,
i.e.? d < d l , t,he field is essent.iallg that for a homogeneous
pat>hof inlpeda.nce Z1. Of course? t,his neglects t,he m v e
reflected from t,he boundary, but,
t.his wave has beenshoxm
t o be quite small on a number of occasions, both analyticall>-[e.g., see [ll]! [ l ? l t [14]: [I>] and experimentally
[SI, [&I,[7] using planar models similar to t.hosedescribed
here. Then? for a homogeneous surface or when d < d l , dipole excited cylinder andthethcory
for the dipole
1.T" (d,Z1,Z2)s W(d,Z1) which is given in the form of a excited sphere.
residue series in [I, (131)], [ll, (9:S)], [E. (Si]. This
Using W(c/,Zl.) in 11, t,he solid curve in Icig. 2 shows
representation is valid for f A1
h ? ) << a, 1 A l2 << 1 and
t,he calculat,ed radial elect.ric field versusdistance
for
large spheres where ka >> 1.
met,aland Plexig1a.s andwater homogeneous paths. It
A w r y close correspondence exists between t,he residue is commonly assumed that, b =: a and sin e e so tha.t,the
series solut.ion for a vertical elect,ric dipole exc.it,ing a r ( e sin 0)''' factor in t,he denomimtor of (1) is approxisphere [l]. [SI: [I?] and a line source excit.ing a cylinder mately ,-e. The computed field using this "inverse distance"
[ll]. As it, happens, the resulting approximated solutions fact,or is shown as a dashed curve. -4lthough the form of
for JV in these t,xo cases arc ident.ica.1.the only differences ( 1) is supposedly more exa.ct.?the approxi1nat.c form is
being in thespreading factor and t,he focusing effect.at. the quite adequat,e and it is impossible t,odiscern 11-hich
antipode.Themtipodal
foc.us for a sphereis an axial compares best with the experimental data.
caust,ic, a.nd a line focus for the cylinder. How well this
The experimental dat,a for a waveguide excited cylinder
correspondence carries over tothe case of the dipole andthe theoreticalresults for a dipole excited sphere
excited cylinder beingexperiment ally considered here shown in Fig. 2 agree very well for bot,h surface t,?-pesto
is an open quest'ion n-hich should be studied further. But
d = 1') ho (or O.6aj. Sensitivit,ylimit.ations prrvented
n-e suggest, and Kait [13] concurs, t,ha.t,such an equiw- measurements a.t,larger distances. The greatest. di ffcrcnce
lence is likelJ- t o only exist, for rl < a , in vie\\- o f the dif- occurs at, close range ( d < 2 h o ) .Since the residue series
ference in t.ransverse curvature for the sphere andthe
for lf'(d,Zlj convergesslon-ly for smallvalues of the
cylinder. Put anotjherway, the t,ransverse c.umature should 'nat,ural' dist,ance from the source, x ( = fka.i2j1!:38 in
notdiffer significantly over t.he first fev- Fresnel zones Wait's notation) , a more rapidly converging poTver series
of maximumwidth
(?nXod~?)"', 111 = 1, 2 , - , if bot.h basedupont,he
flat. eartha.ttenuation functionshould
sources are dipoles. Such a restriction is likely t,o be par- be used [l?p. lSY], [IG], [17].
ticularlq- importantin
mixed pat.h propagation where
Simila.rly,the theoret.ica1height-gain for a dipole excited
significa.nt forwardscattering from thoseportions of a sphere and honlogeneous paths wa,s calc.ulated using ( 2 j
boundary lying to the sides of the great c.ircle path can a t dist.ances of 30, 50, and 70 cm, and these are comoccur [I, p. 2041, [12].
pared with experimental dat.a in Fig. 3. The theory agrees
Since the only difference between t.he c.ases of the sphere well with the experiment,al dat,a except for sn~allheights
with a dipole source and the cylinder with a line source is ( h 2 < 1 cm]and largeheightsextendingfar
intothe
the spreading coefficient.? the simplest, of both cases was illuminated region. I n each casethe center of the penumbra
used in these experiments, e.g.: a dipole (\\-hose vertical region is shown as a vertical dashed Line separating the
radiat.ion patternis closely approximated by an open- sha,dow and the illuminated regions.
ended waveguide)above a cylindrical model (\\-hich is
The approximation of replacing t.he Hankelfunction
much easier toconstruct).This
model also gives some of order Y with the Airy function zcl(~l,) in forming the
experimental check on the equivalence of t,he field for a residue series [ll, (69)] requirestha.t 1 t, I << ( ' k ~ j ' ; ~ ,

+

-

d ?
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0.4) for both Plexiglas and water and metal media. An
expression identical to (3) is also obt.ained for small
curva,ture provided kh2? << 2d [l, p. 1831, a,nd has been
experiment.ally confirmed for a flat eart,h [SI.

B. Mixed Paths
For cl > cE1, the boundaryscattersthemth
incident,
mode into an infinite number of .n modes characDerized
by a. scattering coefficient S,,,, and so the residue series
solut,ionfor W'(d,Z&) takes t.he form of a double summat.ion given by [l, (133)], [!l, ( 9 6 ) ] , [ E , ( 3 5 ) ] . Each
scattered mode conta.ins a fact,or exp [-i(x - z1)t,(2)]
where t,(?) denotes the root of the nthmode corresponding
-Theory
to the second medium w4t.h surface impedance Z2, and
Experiment
rl = ( k ~ / S ) ' ~ ~ d is
l / athe 'natural'distancefrom
the
source to theboundary. Thus thisseries does not, converge
rapidly near the boundary where (x - xl) is small, for
the same reason t.hatt,he series for W ( d , Z l ) converges
Fig. 3. Heightgain dat.a for propagation over cylindrical (experi- slowly for small x, i.e., near the source. With thi- one
mental) and spherical (t.heory) homogeneons pat,hs of either metal addit.iona1 restriction, the. limita,tions on W
' (d,Z1&) are
or Plexiglas over water. Frequency = 4.765 GHz ( A 0 = 6.30 em),
similar to those a1rea.d- noted for W(d,Z1).
hl = 1.5 cm, and a = 125 cm (19.85 Ao).
Since convergence of t.he residue series is poor for small
(z - zl), one of several alternative one-dimensional
where t, is the root of the mth mode. This in turn places convolut,ion int,egral forns is more useful [I! p. 1861,
constraintsupon hl a.nd h s , depending upon ka a,nd A1 [l?], [17, p. 4031. The T V functions in t.he integrand ca.n
( = 2 1 / 7 0 ) in a rather complicat,ed way [l. p. lS7J: [ll, be comput.ed from the more rapidly converging power
p. %%S]. Essentially, this meam that in the shadow and series when the nat,ural distances (x) are small compared
penumbra regions the low-order modes of lowe: .t att,enua- tounity. However, it should be ment.ioned t.hat. these
tion a.dequately describe the field, but in the illuminat.ed integral expressions a.re also invalidwithinabout
one
region the residue series converges very slody.
wavelength behind the boundary owing to t.he dropping
I n Fig. 3 it is interesting to note that theresidue series of the induction field in theformulation [3], [4]. Furtheris still quitereasonable even though t,he restrict.ion I t, I << more, t,he use of t,he surface impedance is invalid, but this
( 2 f ; ~ ) ]is/ violated
~
for 7)1 2 3. Here, a maximum of 50 error is considerably less, especially if the second medium
t e r n was used for d = 30 em, anda nlaximum of 10 has a large index of refra.ct,ionreferred to a.ir.
terms was used for cl = 50 and 70 CM, corresponding to
The measured and calculat.ed E , for propagation over
the maximum height. of h e = 2.4ho. Indeed, t.his is an two-sect.ion mixed paths consisting of Plexiglas and water
unexpected result and indicat,es that. even though the and metal areshon-n in Figs. 4 and 5 , x i t h 112 as t,he paramseries converges slody, it converges rather accurat.ely eter. Again, the solid and dashed curves shon- only a very
for heights extending well into the illuminated region, in slight difference in the way the inverse dist.ance can be
spite of the fact that t,he higher modes do not. sat.isfy calculated.
I t, I << (2ka)1/3.
I n Fig. 4 t.he surface xmve dolnina.tes on the f h t meWhen t.he height. of t.he scattering diode is less than 1em, dium, being convert#edinto a radiatedwave over the second
the experiment.al error is caused by the coupling effect n d i u m (met.a.l),and vice versa in Fig. 5 . The theoretical
bet.\Teen the surface and t,he dipole as mentioned in Section curves agree very well with experimental data over the
11, and is of no consequence. Except for this knonm error, entire range ( 2 h0 < d j and all values of 112, except for
the agreement in all cases is within 0.3 dl3 in the shadox\- d > 11 h,,in I:ig. 5 . Here the field appears to rise and fall
a,nd penumbra regions, of which 0.2 dB may be instru- s l o ~ d ya, characteristic n-hich is typical of the interference
mentation error.
pat.t,ern of tu-oforwardtraveling
n-aves mith slightly
When x is large compared to unity t,he residue series different.phase velocities. This a.nomaly is not due to
converges rapidly, the first term is then dominant and the refleetioils from the sides of the lnodel since it is approxiheight-gain factor for sma.11heights (y??<< 1, where y2 = matelyforty Fresnel zones wide when ri'= 11 XO 11, P.
(2/ka)'%hzin Wait's nota.t,ion, [l, p. 1991) can be approx- .)OS], [IS]. This was also checked experinlent,ally by
imated by the simple form
placing nicron-ave absorbing mat.eria1s along t,he entire
G'(/z~)= 1 iliAlh2.
(3) model circumference with no observable effect,. Furthermore, it was not observed when the pathn-as homogelleom
This adequately describes the heightgain in Fig. 3 for (Fig. 2 j or when the second medium mas metal (Fig. 4),
all values of d shown if yz2<< 1 (or equivalently, ( h 2 , h 0 ) ? << but was consistently observed for the combinations of

....
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u-hen d is comparable t.0 a, the boundary is about midway
along thepath,andthe
second medium is capable of
supporting a surface wave well, as in the case of Plexiglas
and nTat,er in Fig. 5. I n any event,t,his experiment suggcsts
that the accura.cy suffers where the mixed path theory
for a dipole excited sphere is applied to a dipole excited
cylinder if d is compa.rable to a, a.nd for similar combinations of media. However, t.his is not a severe limitation
when propagating over the realearth since the eart.hionosphere waveguide modes a.re prominent..
noted earlier, the double series for 1V'(d,Z1,Z2)
converges poorly immediately behind the bounda.ry and
it was only possible t.o c0mput.e the field over t,he second
medium beyond 5 cm from the boundary ((I > 35 cm).
The equivalentintegral [l, p. 1861, [ E ] , [17, p. 40031
form was, therefore, used for dl < d < dl
ho, where it
I
can be seen that the agreement. bet.ween experiment and
', ? 30
5o
,60d!=&&e,(c%
theory isgood even though theapplicability of t,he integral
2A0
4x0
6A0
8x0
DX.
PA.
Wave lengths
form there is quest.ionable from a t,heoretical standpoint.
Fig. 4. Dipole excited groundwave field v e n w distance d ( = a d )
Note that, t.he familiar recovery effect immediat,ely to the
over t,wo-section cylindrical (esperiment.al) and spherical (theon-)
mixed paths composed of Plexiglas over waterandmetal.
Fre- right of the boundary in Figs. 4 and 5 sprcads over a
quency = 1.565 (>Hz (X, = 6.30 cm), boundary at dl = 30 cm, 1a.rgerrcgion as h e increases.
hl = 1.5 cm, and a = 125 em (1'3.85 ha).
Waves reflected t o the left, of the boundary are quite
obvious in Fig. 5, while they are almost unobservable in
I ----R
Fig. 4.Almost,identical expcrimeatal result,s \\-ere obtained
previously when propagat.ing over a flat surface comprised
of the same mixed pa.& ['i]. Although Wait. [11] has
given formulas for the field reflected from anabrupt
boundary on a cylindrical surface, we were not successful
in making calculations since these reflections are only
significant,near the boundary where t,he residue series does
not converge for the sa.merea.sons mentionedabove.
However, we did compare the reflected field &h 1Ya.it's
[14] formula for propagation over a smoot,h a,brupt boundary separating two media,b0t.h having a small normalized
surfa,ce impedance. But, t.his solut,ion only predictsa
change in t.he reflect.ed wa.vc sign, the magnitude of the
reflection being t,hcsame for an interchange of media.
Clearly,thisis
notthe case for t.he experimental data
shonm in 1;igs. 4 and 5 . The a.ct.ualreflected wave is somewhat, largerthan thewave predicted using Wait's formula
-&40 ' 53
63d.;S,+",,;mp
'
for the case shown in Fig. 5 , a,nd smaller in 1:ig. 4.
21.
41.
6A0
81,
IOAo
PA.
'
The cause of this disparity is uncertain, but the a,brupt
Wovelengths
boundary used heredidhave
a discontinuity in height
Fig. 5. Dipole excited groundwave field versus distance d (=&I
equal
to
t.he
thickness
of
t,he
adhesive
backed aluminum
oyer two-section cylindrical (experimental) and spherical (theory)
mlxed paths composed of metal and Plexiglas over water. Fre- foil (0.0125 cm). This height. difference was not present
quency = 4.765 GIIz (X, = 6.:3 em), boundary at d~ = 30 cm,
in some previous experimental studies [ 3 ] , [4] where the
h , = 1.5 em, and a = 125 em (1!).85 ha).
comparison of experimental data with t,he comput,ed
reflected field revea,led no a.pparent disparity. Neverthemedia. shon-n in Fig. 5. Moving the boundary to (11 = less, wc do feel the measurement techniques used here are
40 cm caused the a,nomalg to appear a t d = 9.5 Xo. In more reliable, and so additiona.1 experiments a.re being
Fig. 5, dl = 30cm and the anomaly is first observed a t designed t.0 answer this questmionin a future note.
d = 11 x. where the first Vresnel zone has a maxinlum
The theoreticalheightgain
G ( k z ) over t,he second
nidt,h of a.bout 15 cm (3.4 a).Since the incident field medium was ca.lcula,t,ed using the residue series for
along this widthof the boundaryis not uniform, it is quithe W'(d,Z1,Zzj in(2)
for boundarieslocated
a t 30 and
possible that there is some focusing effect which is not 40 cm from the source a.nd observat,ion distances of 50
predicted by the dipole excited sphere t.heory as suggested and 70 c.m, respectively, a.s shown in Fig. 6. The concluin Sectrion111-A. Such a.n effec.t wouldbe mostpronounced sions are the same as those drawn from the homogeneous
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source or a boundary, anexcessive number of residue terms
is needed. Immediately behind the boundary the eguivalent integral solutionis useful.
When a wave is diffracted around a curved surface and
crosses a boundary, it rapidly acquires the characteristics
of the second medium,enabling themagnitude of the
height gain to be estimated as if the second medium constituted the entire path.
These model experiments haveshown that thetheory is
accurate foru/Xoas small as 20 and for mixed paths with a
largecontrastinsurfaceimpedance.
It shouldbeeven
moreaccurateforlargerscalesituationssuch
as VLF
propagationovertheearth
where u / h is considerably
larger and typical surface impedance contrasts between
mixed pathsare
less, assuming, of course, that path
segments are homogeneous, isotropic and smooth.

Wovelenglhs

Fig. 6. Height gain forpropagation over two-section cylindrical
(experimental) and spherical(theory) mixed paths composed of
metaland Plexiglas over water and vice versa. Frequency =
4.765 GHz (X0 = 6.3 cm), boundary at 30 or 40 cm, hl = 1.5 cm,
and a = 125 cm (19.85 Ao).
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